Stability
Adjustab~lity
Axiality
Capacity

Advantages
STABILITY: fhis is true. The hinges with three pins ensure perfect stability throughout the
cycle of opening and ctosing the d m .

ADJUSTABILlTY: thls is an exclusive. This is the first hinge with three pins which, khanks
to an exclusive Otlav patent, enables you to adjust the height of the dmr up to a maximum of
6 mrn, without the door.

AXIALITY: a certainty. A m g n m e n t . with a much better aesthelical appearance.
CAPACITY: a security measure. In terms of capacity, there is simpty no comparison
between normal hinges and hinges with three pins, which are normally used for particularly
heavy doors.

Functionality
3venti LIFT is made with a bush at each end, usually fixed to the frame. One of those is threaded inside and carries the ring nut, which is also threaded and can be lifted up by as much as
6 mm,Consequently, the middle bush, which is usually [iied lo the door, is lifted too, thereby
also lifting the door to which it is fixed.
Once the adjustment has been carried out, the pivot is placed in its final position.
In the vasistas version (or burglar-resistant) there is also a headless screw in the upper side
bush. Once the adjustment has been carried out and the pivot has been placed in its final p i tion, this screw is screwed firmly into one of the two facets of the pivot, thereby preventing the
pivot from being removed.

Accessories
The same equipment that is currently being used for the traditional 320 can also be used to fit
this hinge. The caps currently used for the standard 320 designs can be assembled.
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